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INTRODUCTION 

Buying a mattress can be a major decision, but it doesn’t have to 
be a dreaded process. 

This eBook will help take the guesswork and apprehension out of 
the mattress buying process, while reinforcing the notion that  
getting good sleep helps improve your quality of life. 

If you want to be your very best self, spouse, friend,  
parent, business partner, employee, or student, you need  

sound, restorative sleep that allows your body  
and mind to heal and restore each night.    

Waking up thankful, welcoming challenges, taking stress in stride, 
feeling satisfied at the end of the day and experiencing lots of 
laughs throughout, all depend on the quality of sleep we get  
each night. 

Sure, some personal factors like stress  
will impact your sleep.  But certain  
material factors, like your mattress  
and accessories, can play a significant  
role in your sleep quality.

And that’s where this  
guide can help YOU! 



KNOW YOUR SLEEP NEEDS

Understanding your physical and environmental needs is one of 
the first steps to improving your sleep and overall quality of life. 

While every person has different needs, here are just a few  
tried-and-true statistics to consider:

• For optimal health, most adults need 7 to 9 hours of sleep nightly 
• The average person spends 1/3 of his or her time in bed 
• According to The Better Sleep Council, nearly 50% of  

Americans are sleep deprived

Plus, recent research by Sleep to Live shows that simply “getting 
more sleep” will not suffice, and that we need quality, restorative 
sleep for optimal health and quality of life.

KNOW YOUR SLEEP NEEDS



KNOW YOUR SLEEP NEEDS

Getting that quality, restorative sleep depends on your personal 
sleep needs, which consist of the following 3 variables:

SLEEP PATTERNS – Sleep positions, typical sleep and wake 
times, when you exercise, what you do before bedtime, number of 
times you wake nightly, how you feel upon waking up, how you feel 
throughout your day and partner sleep habits. 

HEALTH PROBLEMS – Any issues like stress, anxiety, allergies, 
sleep apnea, shift work disorder, aches, pains, diet or circulatory 
problems that may disrupt your sleep, and/or be exaggerated due 
to poor sleep. 

SLEEP ENVIRONMENT – Comfort, cleanliness and support of 
your  bed, windows/natural light, bedroom clutter or distractions 
(noise, electronics, exercise equipment, desk), temperature and lighting.

Before shopping for a new mattress, carefully consider your  
partner’s sleep needs as well: 

• Move out that sleep-distracting desk or treadmill, and upgrade 
to a king size bed so you’re not bumping into your partner. 

• Get a bed with superb motion isolation or an adjustable bed if 
you and your partner have different sleep schedules and  
inadvertently wake each other up. 

SELECT THE RIGHT PILLOW 



SELECT THE RIGHT PILLOW 

It may come as a surprise, but you should start by  
selecting the perfect pillow. 

If your head is not properly supported first, it will be difficult to tell 
if your body’s properly supported during your mattress rest tests. 
 
Your ideal pillow should let your head rest so that it’s aligned with 
your shoulders, hips and heels. That means your body and head 
should form a straight line. 

If your head tilts back (or to one side when side sleeping), your  
pillow is too thin and might cause stiffness in your shoulders. If 
your head tilts upward to disrupt a straight line, your pillow is too 
full or thick. This can reduce the size of your airway and result in 
snoring. 

SELECT THE RIGHT PILLOW 

With so many shapes, sizes and types of pillows, how can you nar-
row your choices before you rest test them? 

The right pillow depends on your sleep position:

• BACK SLEEPERS: Try thinner pillows or pillows with more 
volume in the bottom-third to cradle your neck

• SIDE SLEEPERS: Look for a firmer pillow that fills in the 
space between your ear and shoulder

• STOMACH SLEEPERS: Opt for a very thin pillow to keep 
your back from arching, or maybe even sleep without one. 

PILLOW TYPES 

You’ll find even more pillow types than mattress types. 

• TRADITIONAL PILLOWS - filled with polyester, down, 
down alternatives, or feathers. Combination feather and 
down pillows provide support with a little spring.

• BUCKWHEAT OR MICROBEAD PILLOWS -  
provide support and allow you to adjust the filling. 

• MEMORY FOAM PILLOWS - conform to cradle your 
head and neck while minimizing pain.

• LATEX AND ORGANIC COTTON AND/OR WOOL 
PILLOWS - may make ideal choices if you suffer from  
allergies or asthma since they are naturally hypoallergenic. 



SELECT THE PERFECT MATTRESS

SELECT THE RIGHT PILLOW 

Other types of pillows that solve specific needs include:

• cervical pillows
• oxygen-promoting pillows
• anti-snoring pillows
• positional pillows
• water pillows
• and cool pillows, which claim to solve  

specific needs (however, they’re so  
new that little feedback or evidence  
has been gathered to support the claims.)

You can find more comprehensive pillow reviews online. 

But ultimately, you have to choose a pillow type 
that gives you proper alignment and comfort. Also, 
experts suggest you consider replacing your pillows 
every 2 years, because over time the support and 
cleanliness is compromised due to normal use. 



MATTRESS TYPES

Mattress type refers to the primary  
material of the mattress support  
layer, also called the core, which  
is the bottom layer. 

The most common mattress 
types include: 

+

INNERSPRING      MEMORY FOAM          LATEX            HYBRID       ADJUSTABLE

Innerspring mattresses  
still account for 80%  

of mattress sales  
(Source: The BiOH® Experience)

GS Series  
by Stearns and Foster

MATTRESS TYPES:

INNERSPRING 

The traditional innerspring mattress, typically sold with a box 
spring, features a coil-system core with a strong border wire and/
or foam encasement topped with upholstery layers. 

• BONNELL COIL (original): An hourglass shaped spring 
knotted at each end, usually less expensive than  
other coil systems. 

• OFFSET COIL: An hourglass shaped spring with flattened 
edges at the top and bottom for greater body conformance 
and a more efficient hinging action.

• POCKETED COIL: An individually wrapped coil that allows 
independent coil movement, decreased motion disturbance 
and enhanced body conformance. 

Coil counts, gauge and tempering  
aren’t considered major factors like  
they used to be when choosing an  
innerspring. 

But at a minimum, select 300 coils  
for a full, 375 for a queen and 450  
for a king mattress. 

Greater body  
conformance =  
greater motion  
isolation = better, 
undisturbed sleep.

http://cloud9mattressoutlet.com/mattresses/stearns-foster/
http://cloud9mattressoutlet.com/mattresses/stearns-foster/
http://cloud9mattressoutlet.com/mattresses/stearns-foster/


MATTRESS TYPES:

MEMORY FOAM   

Many mattresses contain foam 
for added comfort. But know that 
polyurethane foam will not con-
form to your body like memory 
foam does. 

With an open-cell foam core that 
responds to the weight and heat of 
your body, a memory foam  
mattress enables superior body 
conformance, which means better 
motion isolation and reduced  
pressure points for pain-free sleep.  

For high quality memory foam,
look for density levels over 4 lbs./
ft3, with 2 lbs. being low density 
and 6 lbs. being high density. 

Memory foam was revolutionized 
in the 90s with the infusion of 
cool gel, after some sleepers  
protested that the mattress slept 
too hot.  

If you tend to sleep hot, consider 
a gel-infused memory foam  
mattress like the Serta iComfort  
mattress for a cooler slumber. 

Denser memory foam mattresses will typically feel 
firmer and last longer but will also cost more. 

MATTRESS TYPES:

LATEX  

Made by processing naturally  
existing rubber, latex mattresses  
offer a naturally supportive,  
breathable and more eco-friendly 
core. 

NATURAL LATEX 

Natural latex provides optimal elas-
ticity, softness and biodegradability, 
but is less common and more ex-
pensive. 

SYNTHETIC LATEX 

More common, synthetic latex or 
blended latex combines natural la-
tex for elasticity and synthetic latex 
for consistency and durability. 

MANUFACTURERS  
UTILIZE TWO PROCESSES 

TO PRODUCE LATEX:

DUNLOP 

In this original technique, liquid 
latex is “whipped” with air until 
it becomes wet foam, before it’s 
poured into a mold, hardened and 
vulcanized. Compared to Talalay, it 
feels firmer, may be more durable 
and can come in an organic version 
since it’s less processed. 

TALALAY 

Wet latex foam is poured into a mold, 
leaving air or space at the top of it. 
The mold is sealed and vacuumed to 
remove the air, causing the foam to 
expand and fill the space inside. The 
mold is then frozen and quickly vul-
canized, to lock in the expanded foam 
structure, rendering it softer and 
springier than Dunlop. iComfort by Serta

http://cloud9mattressoutlet.com/mattresses/serta/
http://cloud9mattressoutlet.com/mattresses/serta/
http://cloud9mattressoutlet.com/mattresses/serta/
http://cloud9mattressoutlet.com/mattresses/serta/


MATTRESS TYPES:

LATEX 

A FEW FACTS ABOUT LATEX: 

• Because it’s a natural substance, the purity and quality of latex may 
vary between manufacturers, and even between mattresses. 

• Latex mattresses made with “fillers,” or tiny particles of clay and 
other materials mixed into the foam, will cost less but will also be 
stiffer and less durable. The term “pure latex” often indicates higher 
quality latex without fillers, but may be made from either synthetic 
or natural latex.  

• Most latex mattresses contain 1 to 4 layers of materials. Sometimes 
the layers contain polyurethane foam or memory foam, too. 

• No latex mattress can be 100% natural because minimal amounts 
of sulfur or other additives must be used to process the rubber. If 
you’re shopping for organic quality, know that only Dunlop can be 
labeled organic as it’s less processed. And always ask what  
percentage of the latex is natural versus synthetic. 

MATTRESS TYPES:

HYBRID

A hybrid mattress combines materials to offer more benefits. One hybrid 
may have a core made from individually wrapped coils with a comfort layer 
made from foam or cool gel foam to offer ample support with better motion 
isolation than an innerspring. Yet another hybrid may contain a latex core 
with memory foam as the comfort layer to give you firmer support that still 
conforms. 

Recently, Leggett & Platt has promoted its part-spring and part-foam hybrid 
as the perfect bed for sleep and intimacy, with plenty of support plus a little 
bounce so you can maneuver more easily. 

Some manufacturers use the term “hybrid” loosely, though. Eventually, they 
may need to meet certain specifications in order to call a mattress “hybrid.” 

When shopping for a hybrid, be sure to ask for details so you know exactly 
what you’re getting. 

+

Cut Corner from  
Beautyrest Hybrid

Optimum Latex Gel  
by Sealy

http://cloud9mattressoutlet.com/mattresses/simmons/
http://cloud9mattressoutlet.com/mattresses/sealy/
http://cloud9mattressoutlet.com/mattresses/sealy/
http://cloud9mattressoutlet.com/mattresses/sealy/


MATTRESS TYPES:

ADJUSTABLE

Constructed with two-point articulation, this bed frame folds in two places 
to form 3 sections, each of which may be elevated or angled to the desired 
position, including the unique, zero-gravity position where your head and 
feet rest higher than your heart. 

Adjustable bed frames can be ideal for: 

• Sleep apnea sufferers or snorers
• Allergy or asthma sufferers
• Victims of back and neck pain
• Partners with different sleep patterns
• Improving circulation
• Reducing acid reflux
• Making it easier to get in and out of bed

While many Innerspring,  
Memory foam, Latex 
or Air mattresses may 
be used with an adjust-
able frame, always verify 
with the manufacturer or 
salesperson before select-
ing your mattress to avoid 
abnormal mattress wear or 
voidance of your warranty.

MATTRESS TYPES:

ADJUSTABLE

Know your Adjustable bed options:

• Adjustable bed frames typically come in regular king, queen, full and 
twin size

• Dual adjustment, or “split design,” lets each of two partners achieve 
desired positions. This feature requires special sheets. 

• Wall-hugger models maintain your alignment with bedside tables even 
as you change positions, by shifting the bed backward toward the wall 
as the head is elevated. 

• Cordless remotes with lighted keypads and pre-programmed features 
make adjusting even easier 

• A whisper-quiet motor lessens noise during adjustments
• Massage features add luxury



 FIRM

A firm, yet com-
fortable sleep sur-
face with multiple 
layers of materials 
for support, dura-
bility and comfort

CUSHION FIRM 

A firm sleep sur-
face with an ad-
ditional layer of 
quilted materials 
for greater com-
fort and body con-
formance 

 PLUSH 

A soft sleeping 
surface with supe-
rior body confor-
mance and deep 
down support

   ULTRA PLUSH 

A deeper, plusher 
sleep surface that’s 
supportive while 
offering a “down-
like” comfort 

So how do you know which comfort level you need? 

COMFORT LEVELS

While the mattress core provides the bulk of your support, the comfort layer 
will ultimately determine how comfortably you sleep. 

Granted, some mattresses contain one or more transition layers. 

But on top of the core or transition layers, where you actually sleep, is the 
comfort layer. 

The comfort layer provides a variety of comfort levels, as follows:

MATTRESS TYPES:

COMPARING

TYPE PROS CONS

INNERSPRING
• Typically costs less
• Provides adequate support and comfort

• Allows more motion disturbance
• Lacks body conformance which may 

lead to pressure points (Pocketed coils 
will help this issue)

MEMORY FOAM

• Reduces pressure points
• Reduces motion disturbance
• Resists bacteria and dust mites

• Generates body heat (may be  
combated with cool gel-infused  
memory foam in top layer)

• May off-gas from chemicals used
• May pose risk for Sudden Infant 

DeathSyndrome (SIDS) and is not  
recommended for infants

LATEX • Promotes natural sleeping experience
• Offers greatest durability
• Minimizes body impressions
• Naturally maintains a more comfortable 

temperature
• Resists mold, bacteria and dust mites

• Costs more
• May irritate people with latex sensitivity

HYBRID* 
(*models will vary) • Provides support

• Reduces motion disturbance
• Provides a cooler sleep surface

• May off-gas
• May allow body impressions
• May pose risk for Sudden Infant 

DeathSyndrome (SIDS) and is not  
recommended for infants

• Lacks user feedback due to newness

ADJUSTABLE
• Offers optimal pressure and pain relief
• Accommodates different sleeper  

positions (dual-adjustment)
• Eliminates motion disturbance (dual-

adjustment)

• Costs more
• Weighs more, difficult to move

+



COMFORT LEVELS

FIGURING OUT YOUR LEVEL USING 4 FACTORS.

Consider these factors to help determine your ideal comfort level:

1. SIZE - Heavier bodies may need a firmer mattress for added support to   
 maintain proper sleep posture. Lighter bodies may want some plushness   
 to help fill in any gaps.

2.  CRADLING SENSATION - If you love to feel fully cradled, try a
 plusher comfort level. If you prefer more mobility or tend to sleep hot,   
 start by sampling a firmer mattress. 

COMFORT LEVELS

3. SLEEP POSITIONS:

SIDE SLEEPER – Choose a comfort layer with some 
plushness (like cushion firm) so you get adequate pressure 
relief in your shoulders and hips. Start with this level and  
add one level of firmness to support heavier body weight,  
or subtract one level for lighter body weight. 

BACK SLEEPER – Consider a thinner, firmer comfort 
layer to adequately support your entire backside. 

STOMACH SLEEPER – Choose a thinner comfort layer 
that fully supports your lumbar so your back does not arch 
while sleeping. 

COMBINATION SLEEPER – Note the thickness for 
your “plushest” sleep position, and select a comfort layer 
slightly firmer than this to accommodate other positions. 
Then choose a support layer that allows you to sink in a little 
when needed. 

4.  HEALTH CONCERNS: 

If you have health issues like chronic back or joint pain, asthma or sleep  
apnea, for example, seek your doctor’s advice first for any recommendations 
about your mattress choice. 



STANDARD FOUNDATION REDUCED HEIGHT FOUNDATION SPLIT FOUNDATION

7 1/2” - 9” TALL 5 1/4” -  5 1/2” TALL 30” WIDE 30” WIDE

• your mattress should be 6 inches 
longer than the tallest person  
sleeping in it.  

• partners should be able to rest 
both hands behind their head 
(elbows sprawled) without 
bumping into each other.

Also remember: 

• your mattress must fit 
through any doorways and 
stairwells leading to your  
bedroom. 

• your foundation or bed frame 
will take up some additional 
space in your bedroom.

IDEALLY:

72” (W) x 84” (L)
Sold with split box spring

76” (W) x 80” (L)
Sold with split box spring

60” (W) x 80” (L)
Available w/split box spring

54” (W) x 75” (L)
39” (W) 
x 75” (L)

39” (W) 
x 80” (L)

CALIFORNIA KING             KING     QUEEN              FULL         TWIN    TWIN XL

MATTRESS SIZES

No matter how much homework you do to select the best type and comfort 
level, if a mattress is too small, it won’t work properly!

A mattress needs to accommodate all potential sleepers—kids and critters— 
while allowing you space to move in and around your bed comfortably.

MATTRESS FOUNDATIONS & BED FRAMES

Foundation and bed frames protect your mattress from unusual wear while 
elevating it to a height that’s ideal for getting in and out of bed easily. 

Always work with your sales consultant, or contact the manufacturer if  
needed, to make sure you choose a foundation that’s appropriate for your 
mattress. 

A box spring absorbs 70% of your energy compression as  
you use your innerspring mattress, adding years of life to it.

Recharge Aircool
by Simmons Beautyrest

http://cloud9mattressoutlet.com/mattresses/simmons/
http://cloud9mattressoutlet.com/mattresses/simmons/
http://cloud9mattressoutlet.com/mattresses/simmons/


MATTRESS FOUNDATIONS & BED FRAMES

WHICH FOUNDATION TYPE IS BEST FOR YOU?

Most mattresses come with a suggested foundation. For example, an inner-
spring gets paired with a box spring, and a memory foam or latex mattress 
gets paired with a foundation. 

Be sure you choose the manufacturer’s recommended foundation or box 
spring, otherwise you may void your warranty. If you prefer a foundation or 
box spring not listed, always call the manufacturer.

For foundation height, first size your current bedroom arrangement.  

Do you want to keep the same height off the floor and height relative to your 
furniture? If so, measure the current height from the floor to the top of your 
mattress, and buy a mattress and foundation combination to match it. Just 
remember, experts suggest a height that allows your feet to rest flat against 
the floor while sitting at the edge of your bed. 

Also, address any specific needs:
 

• Consider a standard foundation if you want to create  
under-bed storage

• Kids and older adults may find reduced height  
foundations ideal

• If you’re moving your new bed through tight stairwells,  
a split foundation may be necessary

MATTRESS FOUNDATIONS & BED FRAMES

A proper bed frame and foundation extends the life of your mattress, while 
keeping your warranty valid. 

• BED FRAME – A steel support system on wheels that accommodates 
a headboard only 

• RAILS – A steel support system between the headboard and footboard 
• BED BEAM – A steel and composite system with wooden slats and 

side rails to accommodate a headboard and footboard

For any mattress larger than a full size, the manufacturer  
recommends getting a bed frame with a center support rail.

Upholstered bed frame 
Yes we got ‘em

http://cloud9mattressoutlet.com/mattresses/simmons/
http://cloud9mattressoutlet.com/products/
http://cloud9mattressoutlet.com/products/


ACCESSORIES
 

No matter what mattress you choose, make it even more comfortable by  
selecting your accessories carefully. The right accessory will help keep your 
warranty valid and possibly save you big dollars down the road. 

MATTRESS PROTECTORS &  ENCASEMENTS
Most manufacturer warranties do not cover damage caused 
by spills or bed-wetting accidents. Protect your investment 
with a waterproof mattress protector. Zippered  
encasements also help prevent dust mites and bed bugs. 

PILLOWS & PROTECTORS
You now know that the right pillow will help maintain proper 
sleep posture, and alleviate aches and pains. Be sure to pick 
a pillow type that supports your mattress choice.  And for 
kids especially, pillow support developing brains and bodies. 

SHEETS
Top off your perfect new mattress with supple sheets.  
Similar to why mattress size matters, if your sheets feel  
even slightly itchy or too warm, your mattress will not help 
you sleep better! 

THINK ABOUT IT!
Sheets can make a bed at any price point feel either less comfortable, or 
more luxurious. Which do you prefer? Accessories can make or break even 
the most luxurious mattress.  Take some time to find a protector, pillows and 
sheets to give you a complete and ideal sleep system.

WHAT TO EXPECT WHEN 
MATTRESS SHOPPING



WHAT TO EXPECT

Now that you know what to shop for, learn what to expect so shopping will feel  
easier. You may experience a spectrum of scenarios while shopping for a new  
mattress. 

Trust your first impressions in most cases. 

Ideally, the store should provide 
up front pricing and mattress  
specifications and the  
salesperson should:

• Greet you warmly into a clean  
showroom.

• Offer a space to entertain your kids.
• Discuss the importance of a pillow to 

your optimal rest needs.
• Consult with you about your sleep 

needs (rather than simply sell to 
you).

• Show they are listening and  
understanding by offering solutions 
specific to your needs.

• Inform you about sleep trial offers, 
exchange policies and financing  
options.

• Encourage you to rest test  
mattresses for 15 minutes each.

• Follow up after your purchase.

However, immediately 
opt for the front door if:
• The showroom feels sketchy.
• Prices and mattress specifications  

are not on display.
• The salesperson jumps right into the 

current deal they are running on a 
specific mattress.

• The salesperson asks you about your 
mattress budget (rather than your 
sleep needs) first.

• The salesperson cannot provide  
manufacturer-recommended  
foundations or bed frames.

• The salesperson does not offer  
information about sleep trials or  
exchange policies.

• The salesperson does not know how 
to answer your questions about the 
products he/she sells.

KEY TAKEAWAYS



KEY TAKEAWAYS

Quality sleep plays a critical role in your overall health and quality of 
life. 

You deserve and need good sleep, night after night.   And while mattress 
shopping can be overwhelming or intimidating, it doesn’t have to be.  We hope  
this mattress buying guide has simplified the process for you. 

Above all, remember these 7 key points: 

1. Assess your sleep needs before shopping so you can find the best  
mattress and accessories for you!  

2. Your pillow selection matters as much as your mattress 

3. Determine if you have a preferred mattress type first

4. Then rest test comfort levels in that mattress type. Fifteen-minute  
rest tests are key to making the best choice

5. Frames, foundations and mattress protectors safeguard your  
investment 

6. The right mattress size and supple sheets are critical so your  
mattress can do its job 

7. If you get a negative vibe or discussion  
that begins with your budget while shopping,  
say good-bye and consider Cloud 9.

 A good night’s sleep will make a difference in 
your health and how you weather each day.  

SLEEP NEEDS ASSESSMENT

OUTLETMATTRESS
CLOUD9

http://cloud9mattressoutlet.com/


SLEEP NEEDS ASSESSMENT

Use this worksheet to help zone in on your sleep needs prior to shopping.

Circle the mattress type(s)  
that appeal to you: 

Circle your ideal comfort level: 

Circle your sleep position(s). 

Circle desired mattress size:

List any mattress must-have  
features or options  
(motion isolation, cool gel, adjustable base).

+

LENGTH          WIDTH HEIGHT      SPACE            NIGHTSTAND         ROOM            OTHER
               from floor to top        between wall & bed                  height                 dimensions           doorframe, etc

72” (W) x 84” (L)
Sold with split box spring

76” (W) x 80” (L)
Sold with split box spring

60” (W) x 80” (L)
Available w/split box spring

54” (W) x 75” (L)
39” (W) 
x 75” (L)

39” (W) 
x 80” (L)

Your current bed calculations:

Misc notes:

Once you’ve assessed your sleep needs, it’s time for shopping! Take 
the following steps to choose your mattress and accessories wisely!

ABOUT THE PUBlISHER

At Cloud 9, we seek to deliver quality  
sleep and comfort by first understanding  
our customer’s needs and then evaluating  
those needs so we can offer the most  
suitable and affordable mattress solution. 

Our knowledgeable sleep experts work directly with customers by listening  
to their needs and then offering a solution that improves their sleep and  
overall quality of life. 

We purchase truckloads of closeouts, overstocks and mixed fabrics, which 
allows us to pass on extraordinary savings to our customers.

Our customers walk into a clean, family-friendly environment, free of  
pressure, and full of happy people waiting to help you find the best sleeping 
solution for you.

Did we mention we have a double the  
difference challenge?  Where if you find a  
better deal on the very same mattress we’ll  
double the difference guaranteed?  

Oh -and we’re the only mattress store in and around town  
that offers up to 80% off on the top name brands!   
Check out our outlet coupon pass for more >>

OUTLETMATTRESS
CLOUD9

Double
THE DIFFERENCE

Challenge

CLOUD9

OUTLET PASS
SAVE UP TO

80   OFF%

PROPERTY O

CLOUD9 MATTRESSOUTLE

OUTLET
MATTRESS

CLOUD9

*EXCLUDES TEMPUR-PEDIC

*

http://cloud9mattressoutlet.com/challenge/
http://cloud9mattressoutlet.com/challenge/
http://cloud9mattressoutlet.com/mattress-outlet-center/
http://cloud9mattressoutlet.com/
http://cloud9mattressoutlet.com/challenge/
http://cloud9mattressoutlet.com/mattress-outlet-center/
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The importance of a good night’s sleep is critical  
to everyone’s health.  Why not share this valuable  

resource with your families, friends AND colleagues?
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